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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE PATHOLOGY OP
DREAMS AND OF HYSTERICAL PARALYSIS.
BY CH. FERE, M.D.,
Physician to the Bicetre Hospital, Paris.
FALRET, Moreau de Tours, Brierre de Boismont, have spoken
of hallucinations that begin during sleep and are reproduced
for several nights consecutively, and end in being finally
accepted as realities during day-time. Faure1 and Richter
(of Pankow)2 have given cases in which dreams have been
the starting-point of persistent diurnal deliriums. Suicidal
or homicidal impulses have been observed after two or three
nights of dreaming; occasionally a single dream is enough to
set up a mental disturbance that manifests itself the next day.3
Lasegue* has insisted upon the relations between dreaming
and alcoholic delirium. I have had myself6 opportunities
of showing the analogy that exists between hysterical and
alcoholic delirium in connection with the dreaming state.
Nor is it with delirium only that dreaming has intimate
connections. Nothnagel and others have justly remarked
that dreams may play an important part-as a determining
cause of epileptic attacks. The nocturnal fits occasionally
observed in hysteria are as a rule caused by terrifying dreams,
usually connected with the moral shock that determined the
first seizure in the patient. In a case I saw at the Salpetriere,
the first hysterical attack was caused by a dream of alcoholic
1
 Fame, " Etude BUT lea Rfives morbideB;" (' Arch. Gen. de Me'd., May, 1876.')
* Richter, • Arch. f. Psychiatrie,' xiii. 1.
3
 R. Ball, "Des R6ves prolonged" (' France Me'dicale,' 1886).
* LaBegue, "Le Delire alcoolique n'eBt pas un delire, mais un reve" ('Arch.
Gen. de Me'd.' 1881).
' Fcrc", " La Medecine d'irnagination " (' Progres Me'dical,' 1886, No. 37).
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origin. The young woman, who had never before shown any
signs of hysteria, was made to drink to excess one day by her
brothers as a joke. She fell into a deep sleep, during which
she had frightening dreams of fantastic animals going to
devour her ; without awakening, she entered a hysterical state
that lasted two days, and followed by frequently repeated
attacks. I wish in this paper to call the reader's attention to
a peculiar accident, resulting from a terrifying dream in a
hysterical patient.
Hysterical Paralysis after a Dream.—Aphasia with Paragraphia.
Blepharospasm, de.
Eugenie P. came to the out-patients' room at the Salpetri&re on
the 11th of September, 1886. Her mother, aged 40, is corpulent
and quick-tempered, though she denies having ever shown any
nervous symptoms; a minute cross-examination reveals nothing
further. The father is not related to his wife, but is of nervous
temperament, irritable, but with no marked neurotic hibtory. He
is in the wine trade, and his sobriety is problematical. No full
account of the collaterals can be obtained. There have been three
children; the eldest, aged 18, is a girl in very good health. The
next is our patient; the third was a boy, who died of meningitis
at 18 months.
E. P. is 14 years of age. She came to term and spoke and
walked at about 14 months; was clean early, and had no con-
vulsions nor any other early nervous symptoms. She suffered from
so-called " hemicrania" as early as between her sixth and tenth
year; these attacks were violent enough to suggest meningitis,
and she seems to have had delirium after several short feverish
ailments. She also was subject to nightmare and nocturnal terrors.
The catamenia appeared last January, and are said to have been
regular till July. The period of August was missed without any
concomitant symptom, though since that time E. P. has had more
restless nights; she dreams more, and is rapidly growing taller.
In the night of the 20th to the 21st of August, E. P. dreams that
she is pursued in the Place de l'Odeon by men who want to stab
her; she runs with all her might, and at last escapes them. She
awakes exhausted and bathed with perspiration. The next day
her mother noticed while walking out with her that the child's
legs were giving way at intervals, though she did not complain of
fatigue. The dream occurred again the following night; and the
next day, Sunday, the phenomena observed before were still
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490 CONTEIBUTION TO THE PATHOLOGY OF DREAMS
present; in addition to these the child was inattentive, not
answering questions as usual; at times during the day she appears
frightened, and says that it is her dream whioh is coming on
again.
The same dream renews itself during the following night; the
patient is again awakened in the same way, perspiring and
exhausted. The weakness of the legs becomes more marked, she
falls several times in the day. Day dreaming becomes more
marked; the terror movements are more frequent and intense.
She sees men pursuing her, and hears them calling out to her; she
feels them seizing her hair. At times she breaks or drops some
object she is holding in her hand, in order to prevent their taking
it away.
The parents make her take walks as a means of distraction, and
improvement of the sleep. But they find that this going out
becomes impossible on account of the patient, who does not complain
of any fatigue in her legs, giving way and collapsing to the ground.
This condition of diurnal and nocturnal dreaming persisted
without any change till the 7th of September, when it diminished
in intensity. E. was no longer terrified during the day, was calm
and enjoyed sleep in the night of the 9th. The weakness of the
legs appears, however, to be on the increase. During the morning
of the 10th her sister calls her to try on a dress on the floor above.
She rushes upstairs, but on reaching the top her legs cease to
obey, and she sinks helpless to the ground. From this moment
the limbs remain flaccid till the evening, when she begins to make
a few inco-ordinated movements. She moreover appeared to be
unconscious of her condition. She had no dreams during the next
night either.
On the morning of the 11th the patient is brought to the
Salpetriere, two persons carrying her under the arms. E. P. is
rather tall for her age, with a dark, dull complexion, giving one
at first the impression of a good constitution.
When at rest the physiognomy appears regular, but on closer
inspection it is noticed that when she laughs the mouth deviates a
little to the left; moreover when at rest, the naso-labial fold is
more marked on that side. I t seems as if the face be a little
smaller on the same side. The two irides are of the same colour,
but the pupil on the right is somewhat smaller. There is some
ovarian tenderness on the right, as well as hemianeesthesia, slight
in the arm, very marked in the leg. The special senses are like-
wise involved : she hears the watch at a less distance, taste is less
developed, smell and sight less acute; the visual field, likewise,
measured by a rough test, seems to be a little contracted on the
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same side. She does not feel so well on the left leg as on the left
arm. E. is incapable of standing, and collapses as soon as the
support is withdrawn. The knee-jerks are exaggerated, especially
on the right. When she sits, the toes hang downwards. The
tendon-reactions at the right wrist are lively, whilst the dynamo-
meter shows 18 on that side and 24 on the left.
"When, being supported, she is made to perform the movement of
walking, the foot is seen to advance; but when the heel is near
touching the ground, a sudden spasm of the calf occurs that causes
the toes to strike the floor, and the heel comes down an instant
afterwards. This kind of " dicrotism " is noticed at every step.
I prescribe a tonic regimen, three grammes of bromide at night,
as well as rest and two daily sittings of passive movements of ten
minutes each. These passive movements are carried out while
the patient is reading aloud, so as to avoid the resistance of the
gastrocnemii, which still are influenced by the will. On the 15th
of September E. is seized with a fit of choking and crying, loss of
consciousness, and a few spasms, followed with abundant micturition
and defecation. On the 20th she comes again to the consultation.
She has had no more dreams, and has recovered her usual temper.
Sho walks on the arm of her mother, though the legs are still very
weak, and the dicrotism still persists. The same treatment is
continued, with cold douches to the trunk and limbs for half a
minute every morning at the same time. On the 27th the
improvement is stiH more marked. E. can walk by herself in the
room, but the movements of the hips show that the trunk muscles
aro needed to supplement the yet paretic muscles of the legs ; the
patient has thus a dancing gait. Same treatment. Moreover,
walking exercises to command, twice a day for fifteen minutes.
On the 4th of October E. came on foot, without assistance, from
the station to the hospital, a distance of about 300 metres. For
some days past she goes out a little, walks by herself, though still
with the same gait.
On the 9th, after her douche, her mother wanting to go out
undresses her and puts her in bed, so as to prevent her from going
about during her absence. E. enters into a fearful passion, shouts
and talks wildly for two hours; after which sho falls into a deep
sleep. When her mother wakes her up on returning at midday,
E. cannot say one word. She understands what she hears, moves
her tongue properly, but no sound issues from her mouth. They
try to make her write, but sho cannot, though the movements of
tho fingers are perfect; she tries to trace the form of the letters,
but is unable to make a single one regularly. In tho courso of the
evening she begins to articulate a few sounds. On the 11th of
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492 CONTRIBUTION TO THE PATHOLOGY OP DREAMS
October, when she comes to the consultation, the patient talks in
a jerky way and misses syllables; her tongue is the seat of
ehoreiform movements. Though able to do fine needlework, she
has the greatest difficulty in writing even her own name; she
hesitates before beginning to write a letter and traces it tremu-
lously. She walks much better, is able to run; the peculiar move-
*-*'W£ fs"\svW
ment of the hips is still noticeable, but the dicrotiism its present
only on the right side, which is weaker, and has more lively
tendon-reactions. October 18th.—The catamenia have lasted,
three days, and were as abundant as in the past. Speech and
writing have returned, the gait is much more normal. Oct. 25th.
—Walking still further improved; the right leg only gives way a
little after a long walk. Yesterday, however, after a fright caused
by the fall of a piece of furniture, another symptom was 'developed,
viz. a spasm of the eyelids, which move sometimes as often as 100
times in a minute. This spasm is accompanied with a convulsion
of the superior rectus which remains contracted for fifteen or thirty
seconds at a time; the eyeball is drawn completely upwards, so
that vision is impossible. This spasm disappears within two
days.
I saw the patient again on the 18th of November, when every
trace of the symptom had disappeared except some right hemi-
ansesthesia.
This case of paralysis after a dream deserves to fix our
attention. It enables us, I think, to give another explanation
of the origin of the so-called psychical paralyses as described
by Profe. Russell Reynolds, and Charcot. It is assumed
that these paralyses arise from an idea or suggestion; in
other words, that the motor trouble comes on after its
mental representation. This theory has even been applied to
paralyses from traumatic causes. The circumstances under
which the symptom has appeared in my patient, seem to me
to support the theory of paralysis through exhaustion which I
have propounded for traumatic paralyses.1 The weakness of
the limbs is really produced by the gradual influence of
1
 ' Bull. Societc de Biologic,' 1886.
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fatigue due to the exhaustion of the motor centres through a
rapid succession of discharges ineffectual to produce move-
ments. This same patient has moreover offered us another
example of a fatigue paralysis, when she became incapable
of phonating after the discharge of another centre.
I may add that, by calling forth, dreams of running in
hypnotisable subjects during their normal sleep, I have been
able to produce similar paralyses that were accompanied
Ijy the same " dicrotic " gait, which we saw was due to the
preponderating action of the flexion. In a certain number of
cases of so-called psychical paralysis, the symptom supervenes
after protracted cerebral work, and not after a subjective
representation of fatigue or loss of power. Let us notice
also in this case the disturbance in the writing which is an
exceptional symptom in the history of hysterical asphasia.
But the. chief object of this paper is to draw attention to the
influence of dreams in the development of certain psychical
troubles. Our observations tend to show that dreaming, and
especially repeated dreaming, must not be considered as an
indifferent phenomenon, but often constitutes the opening
scene of a morbid drama, and as such deserves the attention
of the physician.
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